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Jessica Harby: Hello and welcome to the Fermynwoods Contemporary Art Podcast. I’m your host
and Assistant Director at Fermynwoods, Jessica Harby.
There’s a sense of uncertainty, of shifting ground, that many of us have become well acquainted with
this past year (if not before). Planning seems difficult to impossible, as trust in the conditions of the
future seemingly change at somebody or something’s whim.
I find it strangely comforting, then, to watch the artists of our upcoming exhibition give that same
shifting treatment to the past. You might remember Triple Harvest, our 2020 online exhibition of
seven films using archival footage of Corby’s steel industry history as raw material. When we open our
site The Arches at Fineshade Wood in May (I mean, we’re planning for May, but remember the shifting
ground and whims of fate I just mentioned?), it will be with a collection of deeper archival and reality
shifts from these same artists. Personal and imaginary histories will cozy up next to the academically
historical, as they do in the following work from Marie-Chantal Hamrock.
Marie is one of our Triple Harvest artists, who creates surreal worlds and alternate universes with
complex narratives that are neither linear nor continuous. They exist in the nebulous space between fact
and fiction. The symbol of the speculum is deeply embedded in Marie’s work. Within her practice it has
served as a navigational instrument, a speculative lens through which to observe themes such as
sexuality, the esoteric and post-humanism. Here she turns that lens on not only the mining history of
the area, but the larger history of Northamptonshire. Here is The Iron, The Pitchfork, and the Sow.
————————————————————————————————————————
THE IRON, THE PITCHFORK, AND THE SOW
<slow folk music>
Man’s voice: Underground mining of iron ore, even by modern methods, brings many problems. Not
the least of which is the shortage of skilled miners. Today, iron ore is urgently needed. And forever it is,
it must be won by the best available needs, economically and speedily.
Woman’s voice: The call of Iron grew stronger and stronger and as the miners broke ground and dug
deeper into Corby’s soil, a deep and rumbling droning sound began to escape from the cracks in the
earth, as if it were imbued with echoes and traces of another time that had been lying dormant in the
belly of the beast.
Man’s voice: Farmers fear that these intruders might prove a threat to their livelihood. A way of life
almost unchanged in a hundred years.

Woman’s voice: To ask questions would have been intervening with a rich and powerful history, and
the people became so besotted with the sharp drawl of the subterraneous instrument that they learned
to live with it and embedded it into their customs and rituals.
<noises of wind and metal clanking on metal, as if on an outdoor worksite>

First man: No geological fault in the clay.
Second man: It’s weird, isn’t it?
<unintelligible>
Second man: There’s a bit down the bottom that Alan Dorn, brilliant bloke. Did you ever meet?
First man: Yeah.
Second man: What a fantastic man. I used to spend hours with him. But right down the bottom end, by where the fault
is, the main fault…it’s not there anymore I took it…the clay goes like that and then it depresses. And he reckons they’re
dinosaur footprints. He always said that. And I used to wind him up, I’d say “Get outta here.” He said “I’m tellin’ ya.
They are.” And what he’s saying is, he’s saying basically this area, the whole area was like what the Bahamas is now. So
low, real small, shallow , warm water lagoons, basically. So he said a dinosaur would have…<fades> And he’s convinced
we’ll find something eventually.

<droning noise>
Woman’s voice: It felt as though they were being reminded of a forgotten underground landscape. A
shifting baseline which had been reassembled by the very fact that it had finally been remembered.
However, to lose sight of something and to overlook it changes it for good. But this place was a ghost
that did not want to be forgotten, and as the lumps of iron ore were removed and used for profit, there
was finally a leak through which the ghost’s wails could be heard.
Operation PLUTO, named after a pipeline under the ocean, was a feat of engineering whereby steel
pipes were laid across the bed of the English Channel to pump fuel from England to the Allied forces
in France.
However, there is another connection with Pluto. In classical mythology, Pluto is the God of the
Underworld, and carries a pitchfork or bident. He is also the god of deep earth and mineral riches.
Mineral riches such as the abundant iron ore in the area which was needed to produce the steel pipes
for Operation PLUTO.
These two things; the Underworld and Mineral Riches; have been upheld as sacrosanct in Corby. The
name Operation PLUTO is one of many strange synchronicities which run deep within the history of
Corby’s Iron Harvest.
A prosperous harvest has always been steeped in superstition and celebration. In Corby, rituals of
reverie and games would often include the sacred symbol of the pitchfork to pay tribute to the Pluto
God.

Man’s voice: The kingdom of Pluto was dreaded by all mortals and its ruler inspired men with great
fear. Though Pluto was known to visit the Earth from time to time, no one wished to see his face, and
each man dreaded the moment when he should be obliged to appear before the grim monarch of
Hades, and be assigned a place among the innumerable dead.
Woman’s voice: The pitchfork, therefore, has a double meaning as a symbol. It is the symbol of Pluto,
and the symbol of Harvest. For the miners it connected the netherworld from where the ore was
harvested to the celestial body that floats above. It became an object that positioned itself between the
earth and sky, as a means of viewing both the inferno below and the firmament above.
A particularly sacred form of iron was the haematite (Latin for blood stone). The mines were
considered a place of dwelling for the deity and there is evidence to suggest that rituals did take place at
certain times of the year, as clusters of haematite ores have been found in certain underground
chambers, perhaps as a votive offering.
Man’s voice: No temples were dedicated to Pluto, although altars were sometimes erected on which
men burned sacrifices to this inexorable god while petitioning him to be merciful to the souls of the
departed.
Woman’s voice: To slew is to turn about a fixed point that is usually the axis, like a telescope or a
crane. The pitchfork functions as a telescope. It rotates to observe a different region of the sky or the
earth, a lens to locate and magnify. Slewing embodies that movement and is particularly relevant to the
question of mining iron ore. In crane terminology, slewing is the angular movement of a crane boom
or crane jib in a horizontal plane.
To view Pluto from below ground was a particularly important ritual. A shaft was bored down into the
depths of the earth to create a narrow tunnel of light. In the mines, the user would lay on their back,
carefully position the bident at a 90-degree angle so that their eye could see through the lens, up the
tunnel and into the heavens. The position of the stars and planets would be measured with respect to
the Zenith (the point in the sky or celestial sphere directly above the observer). The ideal position for
viewing Pluto was when the viewer could angle the lens so that the planet sat directly in the middle of
both prongs of the bident.
The green tinted magnifying glass typically used on the Pluto-scope was considered a superior lens
through which to view the hallowed dwarf planet. An example of a similar object lens was Flamsteed’s
Well Telescope at the Greenwich Observatory in London.
<industrial, metal noises>
Man’s voice: Iron ore - what does it look like?
Woman’s voice: Pig Iron is an intermediary product of the iron industry in the production of steel. It
is obtained from the process of smelting iron ore in a blast furnace.
Man’s voice: Selected iron ore spills out into a funnel, beneath which it is crushed and prepared for
smelting. This steady stream replenishes the reservoir of raw material that must be maintained. From
here, the ore is fed into the top of a blast furnace, the first stage of its conversion into steel. There are
two basic ingredients used in the production of steel; either molten iron or steel scrap. Here, iron from
the blast furnace is poured into a converter and impurities are removed by the introduction of oxygen.

Woman’s voice: The traditional shape of the moulds is a structure which is formed in sand with many
individual steel ingots at right angles to a central branch, or runner, resembling a litter of piglets nursing
on a sow.
When the steel has cooled and solidified, the ingots or piglets are snapped off from the runner or the
sow – hence the name pig iron.
Man’s voice: When the finding is complete, the molten steel is released from the furnace in a cascade
of liquid fire.
Woman’s voice: Pig iron’s intended use is for remelting due to the uneven size of the ingots and the
inclusion of small amounts of sand.
But as we all know, you can’t make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear.
<pig noises>
Man’s voice: The slag which floats on top of the iron contains the unwanted impurities.
Woman’s voice: According to the entry for sow in the Medieval Book of Beasts:
‘The pig is a filthy beast. It sucks up filth, wallows in mud and smears itself with slime. Sows
signify sinners, the unclean and heretics, sows are unclean and gluttonous men. The pig is also
the man who is unclean of spirit. The sow thinks on carnal things; from her thoughts wicked or
wasteful deeds result.’
Pigs are known to play the bagpipes, or the chthonic pipes.
What connects the sow to the bagpipes is uncertain. Perhaps it is the form of the instrument, the bag
with the pipe might be interpreted as a phallic symbol and the bagpipe, like the sow, has been
associated with sexual desire and sin in the Middle Ages. Considered to be an impious and impure
instrument. Perhaps they were associated together because of their shrill sounds and squeals…
It is also noteworthy that bagpipes were often made with the bladder of a pig. The image of a pig
playing its own bladder could well have been an image that was simply funny to people of the Middle
Ages. The pig plays the pig’s bladder, her own hairy exterior moistened with her breath and saliva.
Illustrations of pigs playing the bagpipes can be seen in many 14th and 15th century English
manuscripts.
But why these vile unhallow’d whistles played by these grunting sows?
Is it an Echo of Scotland in Corby?
Man’s voice: …to the dark tartan of the onetime predominantly Scottish influx…

Woman’s voice:
As Wordsworth
heard the South
Make subterraneous music, like the noise
Of bagpipers on distant Highland hills.
Why this disquieting droning sound? The pipes seem to grow louder and louder the deeper the holes
are bored into the ground in search for the precious iron ore. A music subterraneous, corrupt, and
unacceptable.
There is something unavoidable about their sound, it is everywhere and slowly rises like a terrible
scorching heat. Irrepressible, yet intoxicating.
<pig noises>
Man’s voice: You better not go feeding your pigs the acorns in Rockingham Forest, either.
Woman’s voice: The pigs of Northamptonshire did not only manifest as iron or distant echoes of
Scottish pipes. The symbol of three witches riding a sow is something you might see frequently,
especially in the town of Guilsborough. On 22 July 1612 four women and one man were hanged at
Abingdon Gallows, Northampton for the crime of witchcraft. They were accused of bewitching pigs,
and of killing, by sorcery, a child and numerous livestock.
Although the hangings can be legitimately traced back to actual historic events, the story most
commonly repeated is of less certain origins. The tale is that there was an elderly witch called Mother
Roades, who lived just outside Ravensthorpe. Before she could be arrested and tried for her own crimes
of sorcery, she died. Her final words told of her friends riding to see her, but that did not matter
because they would meet again before the month was out. Her friends were apprehended riding on the
back of the sow between Guilsborough and Ravensthorpe. They were taken into custody and hanged.
Although Agnes Brown remains a constant upon the pig's back, her companions swap names
depending on the differing sources. Three witches were on the sow, but the potential riders, other than
the constant Agnes are: Kathryn Gardiner, Alice Abbott, Alice Harrys and Joan Lucas.
<ominous music>
Man’s voice: Welcome to the Corby Pole Fair.
Shouting man’s voice: Greeting! We have inspected the enrolment of certain letters patent of
confirmation of our predecessor Elizabeth late queen of England, bearing date in the 27th year of her
reign. Made and granted to the men and tenants of the manor of Corbei, and remaining on record in
our court of chancellery of these words. Greeting! Whereas according to the custom hitherto attained
and used in our kingdom England, the men and tenants of ancient domain of the crown of England
are and ought to be quit of toll, pignnage, murage, and passage throughout the whole kingdom of
England…

Man’s voice: Nearly 420 years ago it exempted villagers from paying “pignnage”, a tax paid by local
people for the right to feed their pigs on the acorns at Rockingham Forest.
Shouting man’s voice: God save the Queen!
Crowd: God save the Queen!

First woman: So what do you think to today’s pole fair? Are you pleased with the amount of people who have turned
out?
Second woman: Absolutely. I was up at four this morning, and I hit here in pouring rain at five o'clock this morning,
and I haven’t stopped.

Man’s voice: The Corby Pole Fair is a tradition which dates back long before living memory. It’s held
on Whit Monday once every twenty years. The bells of the old parish church chime from five in the
morning to waken the inhabitants for the festivities of the day, and at six a.m. all roads into Corby Old
Village are sealed by these barricades.
The Pole Fair is thought to date back to 1585 when Queen Elizabeth I granted a charter to the villagers
of Corby giving them six very important right which were seen to be a great boon to a rural
community.
Now the Corby Pole Fair isn’t complete without the greasy pole. Throughout the day nearly everyone at
some stage had a go at trying to climb to the top of the pole to retrieve that all important prize - the
bag of ham.
<pig noises>
Man’s voice: Gina spoke to Bev, the man responsible for this year’s pole.
Gina: So, the big question on everyone’s lips is: Has anyone reached the top fo the pole today?
Bev: No. <laughs>
Gina: Anybody got close?
Bev: Yeah, there’s a couple of guys who’ve got halfway, or just above halfway.
Gina: Are you pleased with the amount of people who have turned out today?
Bev: Oh yeah. I was a bit worried this morning, because of the drizzle and there was nobody much around. But this
afternoon, well it’s gone like a bomb.

Man’s voice: The first job is to put on the overalls to protect her clothes from the grease on the pole.
Crowd: <cheers and laughter>

Man’s voice: It’s certainly a bit greasy, innit?
Woman’s voice: I was terrified.
<folk music>
<pig noises>
Woman’s voice: Heavy dark oxides such as haematite and marcasite are the primary iron ores. Iron is
very significant in an esoteric sense. It plays a fundamental role in the formation of matter. It is
believed that iron is the mechanism through which the ether penetrates the planet and the human body.
It brings the force of life to dead matter.
The social implications of Iron can be disturbing to think about. Throughout history Iron has served
man’s will in his weaponry or in the industrial conquest of nature. The Age of Iron is the final and
worst stage of the world in classical Mythology. It is marked with hellishness and cruelty. Unfortunately,
it is supposedly the Age we are in now. As the story goes, once we reach this stage, we have come to the
end of a long passage of continuous degeneration. We have descended from a stage of primitive
innocence to evil, according to the Greek poet, Hesiod. However, it is believed that Hesiod often wove
the mythic with the realistic, which might give us some comfort and hope in thinking that we haven’t
quite reached a state of pure degeneration and corruption just yet.
<pig noises>
————————————————————————————————————————
Jessica Harby: Thank you for listening to the Fermynwoods Contemporary Art Podcast. If you enjoy
our podcast, make sure to positively rate, review and subscribe on your podcatcher. It helps other
people find the podcast, and it makes us feel good about ourselves.
This episode received support from Arts Council England. Thank you to Corby Borough Council
Archives and artist Amanda Loomes for sharing material included in this work.
You can find more from Marie-Chantal Hamrock at her website mariehamrock.com. Accompanying
images for this audio work are at our website. There are links to both in the episode description.
Visit fermynwoods.org for more on our programme and to sign up for our monthly email newsletter.
Follow us at Fermynwoods on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.
Thanks for listening. Hope to see you back here soon.

